Quality Assurance / Quality Control for Point Source Data
Phase
Samples taken on
different days may not
add up to the total
reported.

Yes

No

CBPO Data Manager

No

No
No

No
Start

Spot check

Errors found?

Missing data?
Yes

Yes

Is there time to
request from state?

Yes

Missing facility (closed or offline), or missing
species data (may not be required in permit,
or may not have primary but have
secondary). Most time intensive correction.

No

No
Problem occurs
throughout?

Yes
Calculations can
solve problem?

Yes
No

Perform necessary calculations
using the following hierarchy:
1. Use other data to determine a
missing value (i.e., add individuals
to get total, subtract individual
from total to get missing
individual, use ratio in existing
data)
2. Take the average of available
data to fill in missing
3. Look at previous years’ data
4. Apply the appropriate default
relationship (in grant guidance –
need to determine treatment type)

Perform Data
Range Check:
Normal variation
range within year
for all data

Outliers
detected?

Unit conversion
needed?

Yes

No
Correct an obvious error
(ie., from data entry); or
compare to rest of year’s
data or; remove outlier
and use average.

Yes

Perform Data Trend
check: Annual
average of TN, TP,
Flow out of normal
variation range
compared to
previous years’
data?

Outlier
detected?

Yes
Yes

Request more
information from
states

Outlier seems
acceptable based
on known events?
No

State

Calculate load from
flow and
concentration

Request verification
from states

Yes

Trend check focuses on
facility performance and
process rather than data
quality.

Fix, confirm, or
defer?

Fix or
confirm

Provide correct
data, or confirm
existing data is
correct

Yes

Add up individual
species of nitrogen
and phosphorus

No

No

No

Fix Data

Does calculated load
match submitted load?

Does trend
turn?

Perform needed
calculations

Defer or time
constraint

Facility

No

Yes

Request missing
values from state

Provide missing
data or confirm
facility offline

Facility (1) does not
discharge daily and (2)
has not adjusted data
to reflect this?

Cross-check
calculated
load with
submitted
load. For some
states, certain
numbers are
more reliable
than others.

No
Time to go back to
states?

Confirm or resubmit
data

Adjust all numbers
based on ratio
between originally
reported numbers

Yes

Model assumes
daily discharge

Do individual
parameter
concentrations
reported add up to
total reported?

No

Adjust all numbers
based on ratio
between originally
reported numbers

Time to go back to
states?

End (continue with
input decks)

Yes

Defer

Fix or defer?

Fix

Defer

Fix, by adjusting
submitted load,
flow, and/or
concentration

Fix or defer?
Fix

Fix, by either adjusting real data
(based on what’s most reliable),
calculating facility-specific species
ratio from previous years data, or
using default species relationships

